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A BIBLIOGRAPHY
Introduction

This bibliography includes English language books, Research Papers, and working papers that were published between 1994 and 2012. The term “Sub Prime Crisis” is applied in a very broad context focusing on the factors that caused financial turmoil in several countries and its impact. Some of the studies draw comparisons between two or more countries while others focus specifically on a single country. Several publications seek to explain currency crisis by employing theoretical models, or empirical-based conclusions.

The databases used to compile this bibliography are:

- Bank for International Settlements
- Columbia International Affairs Online
- Dissertations and Theses
- International Monetary Fund
- National Bureau of Economic Research
- Social Science Research Network
- World Cat
- World Bank
- Reserve Bank of India
- SEBI (Securities and Exchange Board of India)
- SEC
- Commodity Exchanges Websites
- UN Research Papers
- Various University Publications
- Economist
- Research Papers Published by Economists world wide.
- NCEAR, India

The databases provided varying results depending on the combination of keywords and/or descriptors used.

- Global financial crisis
- International financial crisis
- Monetary crisis
- Currency crisis
- Credit crisis
- Contagion
- Financial panic
- Subprime mortgage crisis

1
• Bank panic
• Debt crisis
• Exchange rate
• Sovereign debt
• Commodity Prices
• Inflationary Conditions
• Emerging Markets
• Impact of Crisis

Includes various search techniques with specific reference to a particular topic and its relevance on the world wide web.

- Marquette Nat. Bank of Minneapolis v. First of Omaha Service Corp.
- 2010 United States foreclosure crisis
- *American Casino*, documentary film about the crisis
- American International Group
- Bear Stearns subprime mortgage hedge fund crisis
- Collateralized debt obligation subprime mortgage crisis
- Community Reinvestment Act
- Diamond-Dybvig model
- Fair value accounting and the subprime mortgage crisis
- Financial crisis of 2007–2010
- Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission
- *Inside Job*, documentary film about the crisis
- January 2008 stock market volatility
- Late 2000s recession
- List of entities involved in 2007–2008 financial crises
- List of largest U.S. bank failures (many were caused or related to this crisis)
- Long-Term Capital Management
- Mortgage backed security
National City acquisition by PNC, the merger of PNC Financial Services and National City Corp. after National City became a victim of the subprime crisis.

- Nationalisation of Northern Rock
- Ownership society
- Real estate bubble
- Panic of 1837
- Panic of 1907
- Predatory lending
- Savings and loan crisis of the late 1980s.
- Securitization
- Shadow banking system
- Subprime mortgage crisis solutions debate
- Toxic security
- Troubled Assets Relief Program
- United States housing bubble

**Other housing bubbles**

- Indian property bubble
- Irish property bubble
- Japanese asset price bubble
- Spanish property bubble
- Swedish banking rescue
- United Kingdom housing bubble
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